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Main Points

1.  New physics at ultra low redshifts (z<0.02) can lead to a resolution of the Hubble tension.

2.  New degrees of freedom can be introduced in the baseline SH0ES analysis to detect such new 
physics signatures.

3.  If a change of the SnIa absolute luminosity MB is allowed at Dc~50Mpc (new degree of freedom) 
in the SH0ES analysis then the best fit value of H0 drops from 73±1 km/(sec Mpc) to 67±4
km/(sec Mpc).

4.  In the presence of the inverse distance ladder input on the SnIa absolute magnitude MB, the 
transition model uncertainties drop dramatically and the extended model is strongly preferred
over the SH0ES baseline model of universal value of MB.
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H0 measurement using sound horizon standard ruler
(inverse distance ladder):

Assumptions:  P18ΛCDM E(z),  Standard expansion before zrec
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H0 tension or M tension?

H0 measurement using sound horizon standard ruler
(inverse distance ladder):

H0 measurement using distance ladder: M depends on Geff.

>

Assumptions:  P18ΛCDM E(z),  Standard expansion before zrec

Assumption:  Geff(z<0.01)=Geff(z>0.01)

H0 Tension

<
M tension.
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The M transition hypothesis

A fundamental physics transition induces a transition of M (absolute magnitude or luminosity) at  z<0.01.

Resolves M tension and Hubble tension. 
Can potentially also resolve growth tension if the transition is connected with weaker gravity at z>zt



Hints for the transition in data
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Gravitational Transition

A 10% transition of Geff is required for the 
reproduction of the required ΔΜ~0.2 for 
a pure Planck/ΛCDM background.

SnIa luminosities in the context of a 
Planck/ΛCDM background

Better fit to BAO.
Growth tension resolved.
M problem resolved

The reduced value of
Geff leads to a 
higher σ8 value 
thus resolving the 
growth tension



The new SH0ES measurement of H0 : 
The distance ladder in practice

Use the following system of 3492 equations fit for 47 unknown parameters 
jth Cepheid in ith galaxy

Cepheid calibration

SnIa calibration

m=μ(Η0)+ΜΒ ->Hubble flow SnIa
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Analytic minimization of χ2

Minimize χ2: 

Best fit parameter values:

1σ errors of best fit parameters  are diagonal elements of transformed covariance matrix:



Best fit parameter values

…

H0 tension

M tension

Excellent agreement with published SH0ES result of baseline analysis  
for H0.
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…

H0 tension

M tension

Excellent agreement with published SH0ES result of baseline analysis  
for H0.

Main questions:

1. Self-consistency test: Are the values of the Cepheid 
modeling parameters bWi and ZWi obtained from each host 

i consistent with a universal value for each parameter?

2. Extension of baseline analysis with new degrees of 
freedom: How can new degrees of freedom and/or 
constraints be included in a generalized analysis?



Self consistency test I
Modeling parameter bWi in each host i

Find best fit bWi slope and intercept si in each Cepheid host i
(37 SnIa+Cepheid + 3 pure Cepheid hosts)

Best fit mH
W-logP slopes:
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Self consistency test I
Modeling parameter bWi in each host i

Find best fit bWi slope and intercept si in each Cepheid host i
(37 SnIa+Cepheid + 3 pure Cepheid hosts)

Best fit mH
W-logP slopes:

Good agreement 
with R21

Consistency with universal 
slope bW:

>1

Allow for additional 
uncertainty σscat:



Best fit mH
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Best fit mH
W-logP, slopes (bWi) 

in terms of the host distance Consistency between high and low distance 
bins split at distance Dc

Modeling parameter bWi in each host i:
Consistency of distance bins

Maximum bin difference at 
Dc~50Mpc



Self consistency test II
Modeling parameter ZWi in each host i

Find best fit ZWi slope and intercept si in each Cepheid host i
(37 SnIa+Cepheid + 2 pure Cepheid hosts)

Best fit mH
W-[O/H] slopes

Consistency with universal metallicity slope ZW:

Demand:



Modeling parameter ZWi in each host i:

Consistency of distance bins

Zwi slope in terms of the host distance



Modeling parameter ZWi in each host i:

Consistency of distance bins

Zwi slope in terms of the host distance Consistency between high and low distance 
bins split at distance Dc

Maximum bin difference at 
Dc~50Mpc



Generalizing the baseline SH0ES modeling analysis: 
New degrees of freedom

Allow for a change (transition) of the modeling parameters MW, bW, ZW, MB at a 
given distance Dc (cosmic time tc).

For example if bW was allowed to change, the Cepheid modeling would have to change as: 



Generalizing the baseline SH0ES modeling analysis: 
New degrees of freedom

Allow for a change (transition) of the modeling parameters MW, bW, ZW, MB at a 
given distance Dc (cosmic time tc).

For example if bW was allowed to change, the Cepheid modeling would have to change as: 

The new matrix equation Y=L q would have the same data/constraints Y (labeled with their 
distance) the same covariance matrix C but different model matrix L and parameter matrix q. 
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The new matrix equation

Allow for a change (transition) of the modeling parameter qj at a given distance Dc (cosmic 
time tc).

1. Assign a distance Di to each entry 1<i<3492 of the data/constraint vector Y.

2. In the parameter vector q split the parameter qj
to two new parameters qj

<=qj (D<Dc) and qj
>=qj+1 (D>Dc).   

3. In the modeling matrix L  split column j to 
two new columns corresponding to D<Dc (zero 
entries for rows with D>Dc in Y) and D>Dc
(zero entries for rows with D<Dc in Y) .   

qj
<

qj
>

qj
< qj

>
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Results of the Generalized Analysis

MB
>MB

<

H0(Dc)

Spontaneous transition of the best fit value of H0
when a transition at Dc~50Mpc is allowed.



Including the inverse distance ladder constraint

Inverse distance ladder constraint:

Modify data/constraint vector Y -> 3493 entries,
modeling matrix L -> 3493 x 48 and covariance matrix 

C -> 3493 x 3493



Including the inverse distance ladder constraint

Inverse distance ladder constraint:

Modify data/constraint vector Y -> 3493 entries,
modeling matrix L -> 3493 x 48 and covariance matrix 

C -> 3493 x 3493

MB
> in the 

transition model

9
9



Results of the Generalized Analysis with MB constraint
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Results of the Generalized Analysis with MB constraint

MB
>MB

<

H0(Dc)

Dramatic drop of uncertainties

Consistency with Planck18 Η0

Strong preference of transition model over baseline 
model in the presence of the inverse distance 

ladder constraint (DAIC=-13).
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Main Points

1.  New physics at ultra low redshifts (z<0.02) can lead to a resolution of the Hubble tension.

2.  New degrees of freedom can be introduced in the baseline SH0ES analysis to detect such new 
physics signatures.

3.  If a change of the SnIa absolute luminosity MB is allowed at Dc~50Mpc (new degree of freedom) 
in the SH0ES analysis then the best fit value of H0 drops from 73±1 km/(sec Mpc) to 67±4
km/(sec Mpc).

4.  In the presence of the inverse distance ladder input on MB the transition model uncertainties 
drop dramatically and the extended model is strongly preferred over the SH0ES baseline model 
of universal value of MB.



Theoretical Model: Scalar Tensor Theory

Scalar Tensor Transition:

v: potential minimum

Cosmological Constant: Λ=V(v)

A phase transition (false vacuum decay) would 
induce a transition in the strength of 

gravity as well



Generic Distance Scale

In the context of false vacuum decay 
bubbles of true vacuum form

Scale of True Vacuum Bubbles:

O(1) Planck mass

Rb~15Mpc

Predicted bubble scale is close 
to favored scale of transition 



Constraints



Main Points / Conclusion

Viable early and late approaches to the Hubble tension appear to require the 
existence of an abrupt transition event either at trec or at present t0.

The late transition event may involve a sudden diming of the SnIa intrinsic 
luminosity occurring less than 150 million years ago (zt<0.01).

Such a diming may be due to a sudden increase of the strength Geff of 
gravitational interactions by about 10% at zt<0.01. This is a viable and 

testable conjecture.

There are hints for such a transition in the recent Cepheid+SnIa SH0ES data 
for the measurement of H0 with distance ladder methods.

Theoretical models supporting such an event may involve a false vacuum decay 
models where the true vacuum has a similar energy scale as the observed 

cosmological constant scale (0.002eV) and a decay rate Γ~Η0.



The distance ladder and the new SH0ES data

Calibrating Cepheids+SnIa with geometric distance measurements: 
The distance ladder (distance <-> absolute luminosity ladder m=μ+Μ(p))

1. Measure geometrically (parallax etc) the distance to nearby Cepheid variable stars and their 
properties (period, metallicity). Thus find Cepheid absolute luminosity in anchor galaxies (d<8Mpc).

2.  Calibrate Cepheids: Connect absolute luminosity to their properties (period, metallicity).

3. Use calibrated Cepheids to measure distances to Cepheid+SnIa hosts (larger distances). Thus find 
SnIa absolute luminosities

4.  Calbrate SnIa: Connect absolute luminosity to their properties (light curve stretch, color).

5. Use calibrated SnIa (known absolute luminosity) to measure distances in the Hubble flow. 
Thus, measure H0.

New SH0ES data release: Significant increase of number of Cepheid calibrators (from 
2416 to 3130) of SnIa calibrators in SnIa hosts (from 19 to 42) and of SnIa in 

Hubble flow (from 217 to 277).
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